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Precision measurement of the metastable3P2 lifetime of neon

Martin Zinner, Peter Spoden, Tobias Kraemer, Gerhard Birkl,* and Wolfgang Ertmer
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~Received 23 August 2002; published 30 January 2003!

The lifetime of the metastable3P2 state of neon has been determined as 14.73(14) s@decay rate
0.067 90(64) s21] by measuring the decay in fluorescence of an ensemble of20Ne atoms trapped in a magneto-
optical trap~MOT!. Due to low background gas pressure (p,5310211 mbar) and low relative excitation to
the 3D3 state~0.5 % excitation probability! only small corrections have to be included in the lifetime extrapo-
lation. Together with a careful analysis of residual loss mechanisms in the MOT a lifetime determination to
high precision is achieved.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.67.010501 PACS number~s!: 32.70.Cs, 32.70.Fw, 32.80.Pj
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In contrast to its importance for various active fields
research covering such a wide range as atomic physics, q
tum optics, and nuclear physics, there still has been no m
surement of the natural lifetime of the metastable3P2 state
@1# of neon with sufficient precision. A selection of resear
activities profiting from an improved measurement inclu
the quest for Bose-Einstein condensation~BEC! of meta-
stable neon, advanced atomic structure calculations, the
vestigation of ultracold collisions, and even precision tests
the electroweak theory being currently persued by investi
ing the nuclear decay of an optically trapped sample of19Ne
in the 3P2 state@2#.

Ongoing research directed towards BEC of metasta
neon atoms in the3P2 state@3,4# clearly will benefit from an
accurate knowledge of the state’s lifetime. This includes
optimization of the production process as well as the stud
collision processes such as Penning ionization@5# and elastic
s-wave scattering. Exciting new physics complementing
work on metastable helium@6,7# can be expected for a3P2
neon condensate. We would like to mention in specific
study of higher-order correlations@8# and the intriguing pos-
sibility of a modification of the3P2 decay rate due to the
high phase-space density or the phase coherence in a
@9#.

Significant advance in atomic structure calculations
already been and will be further triggered@10# by the work
presented here. To date only a preliminary experime
value of 22 s for the3P2 lifetime of neon exists@11# and no
detailed investigations have been performed@12#. A precise
determination of the lifetime will put a more stringent test
theory. For most rare-gas atoms, the3P2 lifetime depends
sensitively on electron correlations and relativistic corr
tions. The latter have only a minor effect for the case
neon, making neon specifically interesting for a critical t
of electron correlations. In addition, our measurement clo
the chain of 3P2 lifetime measurements for rare-gas atom
beyond helium performed in recent years for Ar (3825

18 s
@13#!, Kr (3924

15 s @13# and 28.321.8
11.8s @14#!, and Xe

(42.920.9
10.9s and 42.421.3

11.3s @15#!, respectively. This will de-
liver the input for a detailed systematic investigation of theZ
dependence of metastable lifetimes.
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An accurate experimental determination of the3P2 life-
times of rare-gas atoms other than helium has only b
achievable by the ability to prepare cold atom samples i
magneto-optical trap~MOT! @11,13,15,14#. For a precision
lifetime measurement, the coupling of the3P2 to the 3D3
state by the MOT light has to be considered since it w
modify the observed decay rate. To date, two different me
ods making use of a variable MOT on-off duty cycle ha
been employed, either by directly measuring the rate of
photons produced by the decay during a MOT-off peri
@15,14# or by extrapolating the observed decay rate for va
ing MOT on-off duty ratios to vanishing MOT-on period
@13#.

In our approach, not requiring variable MOT on-o
cycles, we record the decay of fluorescence in a MOT~Fig.
1! for different steady-state values of the populationp3 of
the 3D3 state (0.005,p3,0.47). This allows the extrapola
tion of the observed decay rate top350, thus, giving the
3P2 lifetime. Extreme care has been taken to achieve o
mized experimental conditions such as low background
pressure (p,5310211 mbar) and MOT operation for suc

FIG. 1. Decay of the fluorescence for a20Ne ensemble in a
MOT for the given excitations to the3D3 state of p350.005
(D/G525.3, I /I 051.75, p53.0310211 mbar) and p350.47
(D/G520.16, I /I 0524, p54.3310211 mbar). Both sets of data
consist of five curves each, demonstrating the high reproducib
of our decay measurements. The higher initial atom density
p350.005 as compared top350.47 causes a higher initial nonex
ponential two-body decay.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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low values asp350.005. This minimizes the amount of re
quired corrections dramatically and the accuracy to wh
the 3P2 lifetime of Ne can be determined is improved co
siderably.

With no observable changes in shape and temperatur
the atom sample, the temporal evolution of the obser
fluorescence is proportional to the temporal evolution of
number of trapped atomsN(t). The decay can be describe
by the differential equation

d

dt
N~ t !52aN~ t !2bEn2~r ,t !d3r 1O~n3!. ~1!

The experimental fluorescence data is fitted to a solution
this equation. No absolute calibration of the atom numbe
required for the determination of the decay constanta. In
Fig. 1, nonexponential two-body decay due to intratrap c
lisions can be seen during the first 30 seconds. Two-b
losses depend on the integral over the local number den
n(r ,t) and are described by the parameterb, the absolute
determination of which would require an absolute calibrat
of n(r ,t), which is not the scope of this work. An uncal
brated value ofb, however, is determined in our fitting pro
cedure. For all data runs no contributions of ordern3 or
higher could be observed.

At low atom numbers the decay is dominated by on
body losses with rate

a5
1

t2
~12p3!1

1

t3
p31gp1LM . ~2!

The parameterp3 gives the population in the3D3 state~see
Fig. 2!. Thus, (12p3)N atoms decay from the3P2 state
with lifetime t2. The combined rate for all decay channe
from the 3D3 state other than the transition to the3P2 state
is given byt3

21. Background collisions contribute with a ra
of gp with p being the pressure in the vacuum chamber a
g being a constant depending on the atomic and molec
species present@16#. The parameterLM summarizes possible
MOT losses. The main objective of this work is to determi
the lifetimet2 from the observed decay ratesa by extrapo-

FIG. 2. Detail of the level scheme of neon. Atomic levels a
labeled according toLS coupling and Racah notation. Transition
are labeled by their multipolar character.
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lating to vanishing excitation (p350), background pressur
(p50), and MOT losses (LM50). Achieving optimized
starting conditions~small p3 andp) and minimizing poten-
tial contributions ofLM by a systematic analysis of the MO
characteristics have been essential.

Following @17#, the populationp3 is determined by:

p35
1

2

CI/I 0

11CI/I 01~2D/G!2
, ~3!

with the total intensityI of the MOT light fields, the satura
tion intensity I 05phcG/3l354.08 mW/cm2 ~linewidth G
52p38.18 MHz, l5640.4 nm), and detuningD. The
phenomenological parameterC accounts for the deviation o
the effective total intensity in a three-dimensional MOT fro
a one-dimensional two-level system@17#. We adopt the no-
tion of Ref. @3# and takeC50.7 with an uncertainty of 0.3.
The intensityI is measured with an uncertainty of 10%, th
detuningD with an absolute uncertainty of 1 MHz. There
fore, for all data presented here the uncertainty inC is the
dominant contribution to the uncertainty inp3.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. A collimat
beam of metastable atoms is decelerated in a Zeeman sl
with the slowing laser beam passing through the center of
MOT. The MOT light field consists of six individual beam
~diameter 22 mm) with spatially filtered beam profiles. A
light fields are derived from a dye laser which is frequen
stabilized to a neon rf discharge.

For each run, the MOT is loaded for 400 ms reaching
number of up to 43108 atoms, a maximum collision-limited
density of the order of 13109 cm23 and a typical tempera
ture below 1 mK. Then, the loading process is terminated
blocking the atomic beam and the slowing laser beam
mechanical shutters, and by switching off the magnetic fi
of the Zeeman slower. In the following measurement per
of two minutes, the fluorescence of the trapped atoms is
corded by a charge-coupled device camera capturing five
age frames per second. Fluorescence decay curves ar
tained by integrating the counts of each frame over
region where atoms are present. Great care has been tak
eliminate the influence of residual stray light. The dec
curves span up to four orders of magnitude in signal. Fig
1 shows two sets of data taken for different values ofp3. For
p350.005 a decay rate ofa50.069 18(51) s21 and a re-
spective decay time ofa21514.45 s is observed.

In the following sections, we describe our procedure
extrapolate the observed decay ratea to the 3P2 decay rate

FIG. 3. Experimental setup.
1-2
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t2
21. For the extrapolation ofa to vanishing background

pressure a systematic investigation of the MOT decay a
function of pressure has been carried out@Fig. 4~a!# by heat-
ing or cooling a section of the vacuum chamber. The pr
sure is given as the nominal reading of the vacuum ga
~Balzers IKR070!. The specific composition of the back
ground gas is not known. However, we could observe a
ear dependence ofa on pressure over a range of almost tw
orders of magnitude, indicating a pressure-independent c
position of the background gas. From a linear fit for da
taken forp3,0.02, we can determine the slopeg55.2(1)
3107 mbar21 s21. As a special feature of our setup, we c
directly determine a possible offset by simultaneously m
suring the fluorescence and the rate of ions produced by
lisions using a multichannel plate~MCP! ion detector. Under
typical operating conditions, we detect ions of different o
gin: ~a! Ne1 ions originating from intratrap collisions@rate
}*n2(r ,t)d3r ]. ~b! Ions which originate from collisions o
metastable neon atoms with residual gas constituents@rate
}N(t)3p]. Thus, the ion count rateRion(t) can be modeled
by

Rion~ t !5c1N~ t !1c2En2~r ,t !d3r , ~4!

wherec1 is assumed to be proportional top. The values ofc1
obtained for different pressures are shown in Fig. 4~b!. From
a linear fit, we can determine the offset of the pressure ga
reading to (467)310212 mbar also allowing for a vanish
ing offset. By combining the results forg and the offset, we
can extrapolate the observed decay rates top50. Due to the
already low background pressure for our decay meas
ments only small corrections arise; atp53310211 mbar the
background collision rate ofgp51/(640 s) is more than a
factor of 40 smaller than the observed decay ratea.

We also investigated the possibility of additional ato
losses from the MOT@contributionLM in Eq. ~2!# attributed
to a finite trap depthU0 or finite escape velocityve @18#. We
assume that an infinite trapping volume leading to infiniteU0
and ve would result in a lossless MOT. In principle, th
could be achieved for the applied magnetic-field gradientB8

FIG. 4. ~a! Decay ratesa obtained forp3,0.02 as a function of
the nominal background pressurepdisplay. ~b! Coefficientsc1 pro-
portional to the number of ionizing background collisions as a fu
tion of pdisplay allowing the determination of the vacuum gau
offset.
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approaching zero if the MOT beams could be made infinit
large. In all practical implementations the trap depth w
remain finite due to the finite size of the laser beams. Th
for a given beam geometry, a variation inB8 should allow to
investigate the MOT stability and to quantify the MOT loss
LM which include diffusive motion out of the trapping vo
ume @19# leading to an exponentially decreasing loss r
with increasing trap depth and nonionizing background
collisions @16# already being accounted for by thep→0 ex-
trapolation.

The influence of the magnetic-field gradient on the m
sured decay ratea is shown in Fig. 5 for two values ofp3
50.016 and 0.41, respectively. In the most relevant case
small p3 @Fig. 5~a!#, for sufficiently largeB8.10 G/cm a
variation ofB8 does affect the measureda not more than the
uncertainties obtained from the fit. Thus, we conclude t
for our operating regime@shaded region in Fig. 5~a!# the trap
depthU0 and escape velocityve are sufficiently large and
that potential MOT loss contributions to the decay ratea are
not significant.

For largep3 @Fig. 5~b!#, a variation of the MOT stability
with B8 is observed. No quantitative model of the MOT
high saturation exists, the application of the loss models
cussed above is not straightforward, and only a minim
and a maximum estimate ofLM can be given; since ou
decay data for largep3 have been taken atB851.5 G/cm

-

FIG. 5. Systematic investigation of MOT losses. Decay rates
plotted as a function of the magnetic-field gradient for two differe
excitations~a! p350.016 and~b! p350.42. Shaded areas indica
the gradients of typical operating conditions.

FIG. 6. Decay ratesap50 as a function of the excitationp3

allowing the determination oft2 in the limit of p3→0.
1-3
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which gives the best MOT stability, MOT losses might n
have a significant contribution on the determination ofa at
all. On the other hand, a linear extrapolation ofa to B850
gives an upper limit ofLM50.005(2) s21 but should over-
estimate the corrections to be made@19,16#. Since losses for
largep3 only influence the slope of thep3→0 extrapolation,
we take them into account by incorporating 0 s21,LM
,0.005 s21 for large p3 into the uncertainties of this ex
trapolation.

After this systematic study of the influence of backgrou
collisions and MOT losses the determination of the3P2 life-
time t2 can be obtained by extrapolating the measured de
rates to vanishing populationp3. Only data for a pressure
below 5310211 mbar are considered and an extrapolation
p50 is performed. The dependence of the resulting ra
ap50 on p3 is shown in Fig. 6 exhibiting a simple linea
behavior. Displayed uncertainties inap50 are given by the
combined statistical and systematic uncertainties in the fi
a and in thep→0 extrapolation. To minimize uncertaintie
in the p3→0 extrapolation, only datasets forp3,0.05 and
p3.0.4 showing the smallest absolute uncertainties inp3
have been included. The final value of the3P2 lifetime and
decay rate aret2514.73(14) s andt2

2150.06790(64) s21,
respectively. Table I gives a summary of contributions a
uncertainties for these values. Since stable MOT conditi

TABLE I. Contributions to thet2514.73(14) s extrapolation
Uncertainties are given by the quadrature sum of individual con
butions, either systematical or statistical.

Contribution
(s21)

Uncertainties
(s21)

MOT decay atp350.005 0.06918 60.00051
p→0 extrapolation 20.00156 60.00037
p3→0 extrapolation 10.00028 60.00013

1/t2 0.06790 60.00064
rc

r/
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are directly accessible for p350.005 and p,5
310211 mbar only unprecedented small corrections are
quired. The final value fort2 only deviates from the uncor
rected value ofa21514.45 s by 2%.

In addition to this result, extrapolatingap50 to p351,
that is, to a hypothetical total population transfer to the3D3

state, is also possible. From this, we gain the experiment
determined lower limit oft3>59 s for the combined ratet3

21

of decay of the3D3 state via all channels except the dire
decay to the3P2 state. However, this value depends sen
tively on theLM correction applied for largep3 and only the
stated lower limit is accessible.

To conclude, we would like to compare our result oft2

514.73(14) s to theoretical values obtained by differe
atomic structure calculations. Prior to our work, publish
theoretical values were given in Ref.@20# to 24.4 s, which
can be rescaled to 20.0 s using more accurate input pa
eters, and in Ref.@21# to 22 s. Significant remaining discrep
ancies initiated a reexamination of atomic structure calcu
tions for the whole set of3P2 lifetimes of rare-gas atoms. A
preliminary result based on a multiconfiguration Dirac-Fo
calculation gives a value of 18.9 s for neon@10#. A high
degree of sensitivity to the included electron correlations
been found. Theoretical values are still expected to be la
than the experimental value, since the inclusion of additio
electron correlations should further reduce the calcula
lifetime. Refined calculations are forthcoming@10#. Most re-
centab initio calculations using multiconfiguration Hartree
Fock methods give a lifetime of 16.9 s@22#. Considering the
combined progress in experiment and theory, we anticip
that the determination of the3P2 lifetime of neon may con-
tinue to serve as an important test for precision atomic str
ture calculations in the future.

We thank Y.-K. Kim for valuable discussions and a
grateful for financial support by the DFG within theSchwer-
punktprogramm SPP 1116.
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